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The

purpose

of “Combat

Lessons”

is to

give to our

officers and enlisted men the benefit of the battle expericnces of others.
To be of maximum benefit thesr~ Icssons
must be disseminated

without

sarily

represent

carefully

War

Department;

experiences

the

they

of combat

do,

and,

delay.

They

considered
however,

therefore,

do not necesviews

reflect
merit

of

the

the ac.tual
careful

read-

ing. For this reason, also, no single issue can cover many
of the phases of combat; lessons will be drawn from the
reports as they are received
and quickly
The

disseminated

suggestions

tended to change

which

from the theaters
so that others may

are

the tactical

of operation
apply them.

made or implied
doctrine by which

are not inour Amiy

has been trained but rather to elaborate thereon.
.of the subject matter has been covered in training
ture, hut the comments

show that shortcomings

manifest themselvef.gR,theJt~~~e~d.

Much
litera-

continue to

The ,x,ramount

combat Icssor~ leamcd

tion is the vital importance

from every opera-

of lendership.

Our equipment,
our supply, and, above all, our men, arc splendid.
Aggres.swe and determined lcadcrship is the priceless factor which
inspires
depends.

a command

and upon which

It is responsible

all SUCCESSin battle

for success or failure.
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LEADERSHIP

AND

COMMAND

Need for Leadership
theaters
and

continue

aggressive

Cormnents received from

to emphasize

leaders.

the

need

This is especially

all active

for competent
true as regards

officers and non-cnnmissionetl
officers.
Lieutmatrt
Gensml Cozrrtnsy H, Hodges, who observed operations in

junior

iWxx?r

AFRICA and ITALY., stated:

“Few division commanders
of a major percentage

arc satisfied with the qualities
Too
commanders.

of their platoon

many of them are lacking in aggressive
reliance, and ability to lneet emergencies.
officers in this group
making

accurate

information

in carrying

reports

gained,

leadership,
selfInefficiency of

out orders strictly,

as to locations,

was especially

and in

dispositions,

and

stressed by one division

conlmander.
Course for NC05
“Lack of leadership on the part of noncommissioned
officers was also frequently
reported.
In
one

division in reservc,,a

develop

more

aggressive

special

course

leadership

was designed

in noncommissioned

to

oficers

amd to make

the squad

a real fighting

to use the fire lx~w~r of its wmpon~
leadenhil)

course

con&cd

tt::rm~ trail:ed

to the masimon~.

lxinciyally

iu what

This
is tcrmcd

‘battle drill’.”
*
Aspects

Some

of Leadership

I~adership deal mainly
tact

rvitb

the

with

ene~u~,

responsibilities

ttx:

While

rnmi

lcadcrsbip
true

of his position,

comments on

during

actual

con-

recognizing
exercise
leadrnbip

the
at

lcadcr,

must

all times.
He must be unsparing
of his unit by providing
for the

in his effort~s to take care
colnfort
of his personnel

arid at

proIxr

the

same

safeguarding

of

Irresponsibility

Mourice

tine
their

insuring

In this

E. Bmkcr,

“Younger

oficers

mairrt:crrance

and

equipment.
connection

Fifth

term

Army,

to lack

comment

of Golot~el

ITALY,, is

interesting:

a sense of responsibility

for

the men under their care and for the equipmlcnt
entrusted
to them
They seem to feel that there is an inexhaustible
supl~ly of equipment
and that all they have to do is throw
stuff

away

when

noncommissioned
responsibility
is

they

no longer

need

it.

Of

ccwse

the

oficers
follow
their lead.
This lack of
tremendously
important
and
something

drastic must be done about it.”
Along this same line Limtenant
G-2,43d

Colonel E., W. Gibson,
Diuisien, NEW GEORGIA, commented:
“The chief

fault of the inexperienced

junior

realize

with

his responsibilities

officer
respect

is that

he does not

to looking

out

for

his men, finding
them food
and water,
checking
their
bivouac, and seeing to their clothing.
If he will evidence
his concern
for their welfare,
he can forget about morale,
they’ll fight.”
*
1

Conmn,~dirq
Gorcml, 3d
and More Practice
develolxncnt
of leaderInjuly
Diakion,
ITALY : “The
ship is langely a matter of practice--,~.-practice in leading.

Practice

Mnkr
and

these lieutenants
issue commands.

actually
Require

lead, exercise
high standards

their

voice,

of physical

condition.
in
too

“Every infantry lieutenant should he thoroughly trained
the firing of all infantry wcapom
He cannot know
them.

He may have to fire or direct the

fire of several different

much about

weapons and he never knows when.

Theory

“A thorough

Not

Enough

and practical

edge of his job is the basis for efficient
knowledge

leadership.

This

be gained in a practical way, by exercising
Too much of our leaderleadership under all conditions.
ship training has been theoretical in nature: there has been
too

mat

knowl-

much dcpmdenc~e

on and listening

to lectures.

“Opportunity

must be given the junior

this theoretical
Criticisms

knowledge

to practice

oficer

to put

by actual

of errors made must be so couched

leading.

that, they do

not destroy the initiative and spirit of the individual.
*
Leadership
on the
l’nn~wn
and hliim

Beach

Fifth

: “Squad

expect that mixing of units,
fusion, are normal
troops have

Corfu,

Icaders must

and an apparent

state of con-

in an operation

gained

Amphibious

and platoon

the beach,

of this nature.

and cqordinat$d

When
battalion

and conri,any attacks are broken up by enemy pillbox defenses, leaders, whether lieutenants, corporals, or privates,
must take
vicinity,

the

initiative

whether

was successful

Gd

push on with

men in the

of their own units or not.

because

men

moved on in

This assault
spite of heavy

losses.”
*
ADMINISTRATION,
Duty Rosters

SUPPLY~, AND SANITATION
Scr~cmc,

Znfautry,, Fijlh

“The company

duty roster which controls

ties of a large

proportion

serious handicap

of

Army,

the company

to the leadership

1T.a~:

the daily activi-

training

personnel

is a

of junior officefis

and noncommissioned
officers.
It makes the first sergeant
the leader of each individual soldier and igtiores the responsibilities

of

his future

squad leader
my squad

for

battle

back home
training

leaders.

When

I never knew who

from

day to day.

I was the
would be in

On some days

I would not even have a squad.
Over he,re in Italy it is
somewhat better hut even here your squad members don’t
stay with you too long.”
4

No “Duds”
manding

Need Apply

34th Divirion,

Major

General Ryder,

Com-

IT.AI.Y: “If

you put in ~‘duds’ as
battalion
supply officers everyone is going to suffer.
The
battalion
supply officer of an infantry battalion has to be
a hustler.
Very frequently in this unit you will find that
he is an officer who has been decorated.
The men will
attack, hold, and throw off counterattacks,
but the supplies
n~u.it be taken to where the men are.”

*
.
Sanitation

and Health
A digest of the opinions of several
G&or commanders
in ITALY emphasized
the importance
of maintaining
the health of the command and its direct
effect on combat efficiency.
In practically all theaters nonbattle casualties are approximately
three times as great as
battle casualties.
Even under conditions of extreme hardship, the enforcement
of pertinent
sanitary measures will
greatly lessen the drain on the combat effectives in a unit.
Enforcement
of preventive mea&s
against malaria, dysehtery, insect infestation,
trench foot, etc., are command functions and call for a high degree of leadership and discipline.

*
5

ORIENTATION

If possible this orientation
Method of Dissemination
should be conducted by the lenders in imrncdiatr
contact
with the soldier, by the individual
he instincti.vcly looks to
for guidance during the stress and strain of combat.
It
should reach the 1xwate soldier through his squad leader,
the squad leader by means of the se;tion or platoon leader,
the @toon leader from the company commander,
and so
on. However, each higher echelon of command
must be
certain that the information is carefully and accurately diSseminated by those nest tower in the chain of command.
This method of orientation also tends to enhance the prestige and influence of each echelon of leaders with those
junior to them.

Tell

the Story
Colonel Earl
Maxwell, Surgeon, XIV.
Corps, NEW GEOROIA: “A soldier needs to know what is
going on, what is expected of him, what he may expect
to encounter.
He must have a definite objective or goal.
Without these, heis an automaton, with no personal interest

6

BATTLEFlEb

GALLANTRY

He Didn’t Know

When

He Was

Beaten

Seventh army,

“During
one of the xmre fluid, situations
in the
Sicilian fighting, the wire lint running from a battalion
command post to the rear suddenly went out.
Sergeant
Jose@ Gorlerky, with three men, started back to cheek
and repair the break.
After they had trav&d
about onehalf mile, they were ambushed by a patrol of 30 Germans
who had managed
to infiltrafe
our position.
Ser!&xtit
Gorlesky and two men were wounded while the third inan
was killed.

SICILY:

“Crazy Americans”
“The German patrol leader called
in perfect English,
‘Give up. you .crazy
Americans!’
Although scvercly wounded and outnumbcrcd
ten to one,
Sergeant Gorlesky ordered his men to open rapid fire.

After

emptying his rifle the sergeant

hand

grenades.

,unexpected

The

German

stubborn

rushed the enemy with

patrol,

resistance,

surprised

was defeated

by the

and

driven

off with the loss of a number of its men.
Protected

By Valor

times of opening
advance under it.
larly

dangerous,

“The
until,

had

have a nasty habit at

it is very disconcerting.

platoon

member

“The Germans

fire at cstreme ranges and making you
While this long-range fire is not particuof which Prim&

been

advancing

despite several

Shelby

under

casualties,

R, Hord

was a

,this long-range

they had secured

fire

a posi-

tion within 300 yards of the gun which had been harassing them.
From here oh there was no cover.
This did
not

deter Private

feet,

Hard

raced some 250

throwing

range.

who,

suddenly

yards until

With

springing

he was within

four grenades

to his
grenade-

he silenced

the gun,

and, rushing in, killed four of the remaining encmy and
wounded three others with his carbine.
He then turned
the

machine
“The

gun on other enemy

success of his apparently

elements
s&idal

in the vicinity.

rush demonstrates

the fact that valor can sometimes providk protective
The

enemy simply

try such a thing
him.”

did not realize

and

is being constantly
“While
geant

would

to put their

fire on

were not ready

“The following

Keep the Guns Fed
of devotion to duty

in carrying
emulated

outstanding

of our armored
in an armored

artillery
half-track

example

out the assigned

mission

by our fighting ‘red legs.’

we were fighting in TUNISU

E. A. Hamberlin

armor.

that any man

and Priuate
battalions

in April
Earl

1943, Scr-

A. Valk

were driving

full of qmmunition

and

of one
forward
towing

*

No Surrender
constantly
surrender
enemy.

that

MacArthur:

there

must

as

long

as it is possible

The

men

at Bataan

condition.
The

Gencrol Iht~glns

emphasized

Japanese

However
soldiers

uiduals also do it, we
Japan is conquered.”

to do

no

suffer

*

do.

Unless
serious

not done
all

set-backs

be
of

to the

fulfilled

cases we have

always

thought

damage

an$ Corqidor

in some
will

“it should

be

our

this
so,
indi-

before

COMMENTS
Crossing

ON

RIVER

Expedients

CROSSING
Colonel Harr~i; Stmmas,

Injmtry,

3rd Division, ITALY: “At the Vo~:run~o
one of our major
problems
was to devise a meant
of crossing
troops
and
equipment
difficult
of

over
one

the

due

any nature

Enough

g-in.

flooded

from’

which

diameter

leading
battalion
Tarpaulins
were

~trearn.

to the very

The

problem

was a

limited

amount

of

to devise

crossing

expedients.

rope

was procnrcd

material

to provide

each

with two side
lines across
the river.
removed
from all the g-ton
trucks in the

regiment

and,

with

provised

rafts

were

enough
to float ten
while crossing deep

frames

made

constructed.
men riding
water.

from salvage timber,
irnThese rafts were buoyant
or holding

on to the sides

“The

Engineers

were able

to furnish

us a number

of

rubber pontons and a few 7-man rubber boats.
These
boats were used initially to cross the strean with the guide
lines and subsequently

to ferry equipment.

“Attempts

Communications

to provide wire communica-

tion across the river were unsuccessful

as German

artillery

fire disrupted the lines, and enemy machine-gun
fire which
covered the banks of tho river lnade their daylight repair
impossible.

However,

the radios worked
cations with
rubber-covered
spliced proved

due to the relatively

level terrain,

well and provided satisfactory

the bridgchcad
battalions.
quad cable, to which normal
to be a very

satisfactory

communi-

The
Gemman
field wire was

submarine

cable

when wire could be kept in.
“There were two stream lines
Guarding Against Tanks
running gcncrally north and south through the regimental
sector, which constituted

serious

would severely

tanks

through

handicap

the area

tank obstacles

alid which

if they attempted

from one tlank

to the other.

to work
Since the

most serious threat of this nature was frcxn the high ground
on our ‘left flank we selected the crossing points and battalion sectors so as to have one of these stream

lines on the

left flank of each assault battalion,
“Also, one tank

company

and

one tank-destroyer

com-

pany were waterproofed
and moved up to the near bank
during darkness on the night of the crossing with the expectation

of crossing soon after

dawn.

However,

banks of the river could not be negotiated
bulldozer had cut a path.

the steep

until an engineer

It was not until 1300 hours that

a few tanks and tank destroyers
stream.”
*

were able to get across the

rwucr,

ITALY: “Smoke

was extensively

used after

troops.

points

were covered

throughout

bridge

sites were

placed

011 the division

left flank in an effort to confuse the

and lead

to believe

enemy
effort

All the German

d&light

to screen the crossing

the

also covered.
him

day.

observation
The

Considerable
that

selected

smoke

the division’s

was
main

was being made in that direction.”

*
REORGANIZATION
Don’t

Waste

tioe,

Ivjautry,

immediately
weqxxs

position

THE

“When

push reconnaissance
forward

Have

ATTACK

Lieutomzt

ITALY:

out for local

captuked.
least

Time

unit

groups

AFTER

the

Colonel Murphy,
an

weapons

the

the

Heavy

platoon

Weapons

the captured objective.
Get your
front in a hurry.
We were taught
they are still perfectly
Delay

Brings Trouble

riflemen.

as soon as the

to beat off R counterattack.

one-half

E:xccu-

is captured,

elements of the supporting

behind
wurity

objective

Get

rifle

position

immediately

is

take

Displace promptly

at

company

to

forward

artillery observer up
all these things and

sound.
YVhere

an outfit gets into trouble

it is usually because they haven’t pushed these points hard
etiough-when
they waste just a little time instead of getting set and moving

the stuff fonvard

at OTLCB. You

prob-

ably will have only a little time to dig in before the countcrattack bits, but if you get set without delay you will be
all right whether you plan to keep going or to hold what
you’ve

captured.

Example
“Back on the other front about
ago we captured Hill ---.
Two conpmies

Sergeant Gives
two months
took it.

After

dilly-dallied

its capture,

around.

the

When

two company

ordered

commanders

to consolidate

theit

positions immediately, they said they would have to attack
again t6 drive off some Germans who had infiltrated to
the slope of the
this point.

hill.

A platoon

sergeant

intervened

at

He said he had made a personal rec,onnaissance,

had posted squads at the key points in defending the hill,
and could state positively that there were no Germans on
the hill.

This nor&xnrnissioncd

for prop
reorganization
in its accomplishment.”

&cer

recognized

and the ixnportancc

the need

of promptness

*
Keep Forward

Observer

on the Ball

Z+ztry,

ITAI.Y:

successful

you have

then artillery

attack

Howe, Bat-

Major

talion Zhmtiuc,

“Be

sure

that after

forward

a

observer

move up fast and that he immediately
registers his guns
on all dangerous approaches.
Make him do this first,
before he fires on any targets of opportunity,

no matter how

tempting.”
COMMENT:While timmed*ateregiatro”on ir extremely immp.al,Em,
and
Should be Completed before engog2ng 101rgBLB
of 0pp0rhlnity of minor
,m*Cxlnnce, vitally SmpOltClnt
,SxrgetB,suet, (IS an enemy counter.ua&,
wovld t&e prece.Sancs.
-k
How

We

Blackmcr,

Reorganize
Company

First

Lieutenant

Commander,

Infantry,

ally the Germans

counterattack

in not

after you capture

an objective:

his counter

come in as little
VENAFRO we

aa one-half

captured

hour.

a ridge

Benjamin

ITALY: “Usu-

over

three hours
measure

On the heights
at

0330,

A.

the

may
above

Germans

courrtcmttacked

at

0620 and

attacks

during daylight

in half

an how

pulled

eight more

cnunter-

You bad bctrer be ready

that day.

to meet a counterattack

or you are likely

tb have trouble.
Getting

Ready

terrain

for

the

and the enemy

company

back

reorganize

it.

Counterattack

fire will permit,

on the reverse
However

before

slope

“Whenever
to shake

doing

the

pull the bulk of the
that,

it out and

put out out-

posts consisting of small rifle groups and BARS, get your
weapons platoon all set in position to stop a counterattack,
and

have the artillery

FO start his registration

avenues of approach.
“As soon as the company
push

more ritlcmen

is reorganized

out to the front

try to hold the bulk of one platoon

on likely

and set to so I

and flanks.

I nlways

in hand so as to have a

force with which to counterattack
the counterattack.
cause oi the low strength of the platoons, and the
sustained

during

our

attack

you are

all of one platoon

in support.

Avoid

“When

the Crests

seldom able

Belosses

to hold

I say ‘pull the bulk of the com-

pany back on the reverse slope’ I don’t rnmn to pull them
back just behind the crest, but well back.
The Germans
will inevitably shell their fom~r positions which are geenerally

near the crest of the heights;

both sides of the crest--some
your forward slope.

this shelling will fall on

on your reverse slope, sonic on

The whole idea of pulling the hulk of

the company back is to get them out of the area
shelling, so don’t stay too close to the crest.”
*

of this

rogation
of’ German
prisoners disclosed
that they all
agreed that Americarx moving over the terrain were easy
to spot.
This was particularly
true whenever there was
a group of more than four or five men and especially
17

when these
pcamnc~.

men

made

Several

brown’ uniforrnsz

no

attc~npt to change

prisoners

told

as they termed

me

them,

tbcir

ap-

that

our

‘yellow

were

very easy to

pick up against the gray, rocky, mountain
background
well as against the green field background of Italy (I).
One

Mission

which

Per Patrol

thcv

are

single m&n

“A

intcrcsted;

patrol

Patrols

have a single

should

and sole mission.
There appears to be a
general tendency upon
the part of staff officers and intermediate
commanders
to add a
second
mission
just
because
a patrol is going to be in the vicinity of some point in
I believe that this point-of a

is highly important

Dispatching

as

“Patrols

(2)

will be sent

out

by order

of

division, regiment,
battalion,
and lower commands.
Divisions should make every effort to keep their patrol rcquirements

to the minimum.

patrol mission

the assignment

early to reach

the, regiment

When they do assign a night
should be made
by n&m.

sufficient time f& the commander
issue the necessary instructions.
“Also

it allows the patrol

to select

a leader and

leader and perhaps

of the patrol

penonr~el to make

of the area

in which the patrol

suffici,$y

This~ will permit

a daylight

a portion

reconnaissance

is to operate

(3).

We

found it very desirable to, direct that the battalion cornmandrr give his instructions to the patrol leader in person.
This

prevented

a garbling

of the mission

if orders

for

patrols
it

were passed

down throughh~three or four

also brought home

,mander

that

the procuring

,gf his important
Composition

to the inexperienced
of enemy

echelons.

battalion

corn-

information

is one

functions.

of Night

Patrols

“Patrols

should

consist of

as small a number
of men as possible, when the nlission
is reconnaissance
(4).
There should be very limited use
of officer patrols.
ited,

The number

officer asrralties

to perform
for

of infantry

officers

aggressive

duty all day and go out on patrols

several hours at night.

Division

headquarters

not prescribe the ccnnposition of a patrol.
order that certain information be obtained,
unit

furnishing the patrol to decide

Training New
a reconr&sance
ence.

men

Their prcscr~cr will endanger
Send

experience.

out
the
each

the safety of the patrol

of the successful

accomplishment

new men out on practice

There practice

night until
Upon

patrols

they have acquired

one

occasion

manders sent his training
of his forward company

Rifle

be attached to
ot gaininS experi-

patrols

should

to

be sent

a very limited distance, even as little as 100 yards to
front, the first time. This distance can be increased

ence.

their

They should
allowing the

on its composition.

for the purpose

as well as the possibility
gain

should

“New nxtn should not

patrol

of its mission.

is !im-

are high, and they cannot he expected

_,

first patrol
Fire ‘Taboo’

battle

one

rule that

battalion

expericom-

inoculation.

“It was at first

rifles would

a<\,?,+;4
,,~, 44__~_.._4

our

patrols out to the flanks and real
positions in order to give thorn

junior officers and men that night
the rifle. All of our reconnaissance
a rigid

considerable

of

not

difficult

to convince

patrols should not fire
patrols operated under

be’ fired (5).

Hand
19

No Matter

How

Tempting the Target
Fire ai Night.

Patrols

Must Not

grenades were carried to be used in an en~~ergency, and
were so used with efl’ect.
Many instances
occurred in
which bayonets
it was unwise
Motorized

Daylight

were used.

patrols

found that

to fire unless they were cornered.

Patrols

“In

our

espcrience

by far the major

part of the reconnaissance
sance troop required

missions assigned the rec,onnaiaWhen contact is
dismounted action.

slight or has been lost, motor

patrols are in order;

how-

ever, the Germans are extremely clever in concealment and
a weak tnotorized patrol is quite apt to be captured as the
Germans

are

likely

to let

them

go by before

opening

fire” (6).
COMMENT: In order lo show the so”ndnesr of dwtrine as expovnded
hl our Field Manuals an.3 other training literature the above obserro.
lion* from .EhlUPI fmllbd experience hms been keyed (0 ibe appro.
priate *mographs of FM 21-n. SCO”tiS, Pclhlling.
on* Snipinq (18~
quote* below.
III Par. 60(S): “mend wm background. ConhPs”ng cd&
are
tbm does not blend witi the sumw,dhgs
quickly observed. Cl&ins
will disclose !ke SEO”,‘. pIe8ellce.”
(2, Par. 85: “Misslo”. . . One ~crtrol cannot be expected lo execute
1, is preferable lo employ LI
eHisi*ntiy a number of invohed mis*ions.

a sinqk miss*on. , . .”
pntrol leader should be selected well i” advance
01 Ihe
time scheduled for ,hs patrol lo leave. When possible. he
shouid
Ilove time durinq daylight lo plan the operation Of hi4 eotrol
and to make any necessary rec.nnai.oanee.”
Y4) Par. 86b: “b wleral.
a p0trc.l shovld consist
Of the least mILlbe*
Of men needed to aCec.mplish the mis**on, wiul due r*qord
to sow.
the avoiloble
time, and messaT?
mq”iernen18.”
potrole enqoge
(5) Par. 134: Tnqaging
in Combat. Reccnnoisrance
in Iii* liqhis only v&en necessary 10 accomplish !heir mission or for
protection. In genera,; they .YOiid sombat and CIcccomplish their mia*ions by .,ealth.(6) pm. 125rn~ “AAroidinq
Ilmbush.
A polrol is olwoyn
subieet to
being amhshad.
whether movingor 01 a ball. I, is ah,
to the pasPibility
IA 0” tii*s,
but portic:u,arlp when movinq mrov+ delile..
condire.
between ,WD obs,.c,es.
m posoing Brouqb 0 *ens* growth.
deep vraoods, or junsk.”
Tho.oush
knowledge.
and ctpplicotion. of the principles enunciated
in our field manuo,s *nd traininq literature
will do much lo imure

number

of patrols.

13, Par.

cash with

84b: “The

operations.

successful

Patrol

Weakness

xafer,

Obrercer

admittedly

Liautenant
with

not good

Fifth

Cnlowl

Brmy,

F.

in the division

Clay

Bridp

“Patrqlling

ITALY:

I joined

about

was
9 Oc-

tober 1943.
Upon reaching the Volturno Rizxw 3 days
passed before patrols crossed to the north shore and the
G-2 obtained
location

any information

of enemy

concerning

guns and troops.

dents and facts were noted:
“Some patrols advance without

the river and the

The

following

inci-

caution,

betraying

their

positions by noises made by metal equipment
metal

cans and mnteens.

battalion

moving

into

About

position

28 October

found

or tinkling

of

an artillery

the bodies

of seven

men wrapped in blankets in a small area. These men ~vcrc
identified as a seven-man patrol from one of the infantry
re,girnents which was long overdue.
sleeping without a guard and a Germa

Apparently they were
patrol found them.
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Poor Map
generally

“Patrolling

Reading

good

hut patrolling

to provide

to maintain

security was

contact

and de-

termine encrny positions and movement was often slighted.
“Many patrol leaders lacked the ability to read a map
and locate themselves.
tion being

brought

This

back,

resulted in incorrect

failure

to reach

their

informaobjective,

and an inability~ to call for fire support.
“Some

patrols

didn’t

know

the situation

expect and what specific

information

were not properly

prior

briefed

and what to
They

was clesircd.

to starting.

“In all too many cases patrols consumed excessive time
Also many times vital inforin lraching their objcctivc.
mation was unduly delayed in reaching commanders.
Not Attained

Objectives

“A great many patrols were re-

luctant to go very f+r and instead, of @ng
they would

only

go halfway

assume there was nothing
specific case
20 minutes,

and upon

further

a patrol came
then,

upon again.
out attempting

on, and return.

under

while moving

artillery

to better

They immediately

to an objective
finding

nathing,
In one

fire for about

cover,

were fired

returned to their CP with-

to go on because

safe. New men (replacements)
patrolling and old experienced

they didn’t

think it was

are not really good at
men from whom patrol

leaders could be selected were very few in front

line infan-

try companies.”
*
Palrols
R&ins,

Con

Get

Observer

Results

with Fifth

work of the Parachute

Infantry

in a weak-strength

unit

which successively

cleared

limited casualties.
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Lieutenant
Colonel Lewis A.
Army, ITALY: “The patrol

This

was excellent

accomplishing
seven
unit

an

and resulted
envelopment

Italian

towns

with very

completely

cowed

the 305th

German

Division

attacks.
~p;rtrols.

Their rnetbod
was as follows:
(1) To use small
(2) To send such patrols
as far forward
as

possible

in daylight

:headquarters
rested

during
until

about

the

patrol

observation
the

patrol

and

returned

with

and

leave

make

The

2030 (to let the
proceeded

them

to

(3)

then

for daylight

action

of having

dark)
daylight.

The patrol

of

(instead

after

naissance
(4)

by successful

a

battalion

visul

patrol

recon-

then

Germans

on

milited

a& and

get to sleep).

its mission.

(5)

Half

information

leaving

half

This

patrol

returned

hours.

half

in

next night.

“Accurate
Germans Jittery
this method,
which
resulted
in

towns

the

and

905th

abnormal

on

German

information

was received

in successful

surprise

combat

groups.

Division

became

so ‘jitter)-’

for

number

of parachutists

the

the

cxccutive

of the

can

get a company

parachute
of that

that

The

men

captures

of

were:

involved.

battalion

outfit

by

attacks

relmarked:

anytime.’

As
‘We

”

*
INFANTRY

NOTES

Inter-unif
ence
the

boundaries

need

cent
units
coordinated

enemy

liaison

Lucas., ITALY:

ofFensivr

units.

“Experi-

action is usually

This

and constant

iact
contact

oi active

contact

conditions
liaison

between

between

the
adjafrom
will

are met:

personnel

front

along

emphasizes

from squads
on up.
Maximum
benefit
action
will be realized
if commanders

that the following

Exchange
units.
Close

that

between

for close

insure

Major- General

Liaison

has shown

line

between
organizations

adjacent
and

B
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‘-A

Inter-hit

mutual

agreement

tection along

Liaison.

to insure

maximum

combined

pro-

the boundary.

Prompt report

units of any unusual

to adjacent

ene~ny

action.
Early aduice of plans for attack, counterattack
or withdrawa together with a request for assistaxe
desired from
adjacent

units.

“Commanders
be directly

should know

affected

their responsibility

by their

at all timcs what
action

to keep those

and realize

conccrrred

units will
that it, is

informed.”

*
Assaulting

Stone-House

nsl R. J. Williamr,
tics were suffered
lands

in

the

“The

Points

often place two
tion to rifle,mcn

Colo-

These

lands were

well built stone boouses sufficientily close

to be mutually
Germans

Lieutenant

A~zro: “Heavy casualby units attacking across the fiat farm

ANZIO-NETTUNO area.

dotted with small
together

Strong

General Staf,

supporting

are quick

to

with small

arms fire.

utilize these buildi.ngs and

machine guns in tde upper floor in addiand snipers.
By so organizing them they

present to the attacker

a situation

which might

be termed

‘elongated street fighting’ and which requires street-fighting

tactics,
The
hurt

umdilied

to compensate

for the increased

distance.

“Om of our divisions having been badly
Solution
in attacking
such a position worked out a solution

which was quite

satisfactory.

It cntnilcd the formation

teams consisting

of a platoon

of tanks or tank-destroyers:

a platoon

of

infantry,

and

some

reioforcing

mortars

of
OF

artillery to lay smoke.
The mortars and about half the
tanks would block off all supporting houses by direct fistand smoke.

The

remaining

house to bc attacked,
dows and foundation.
fantry would advance
house-*his

being

attempting

tanks would hrc

paying

particular

While
in a

to win-

this was being done tbc in‘pincer’ mwernent
on the

done so they

to Icave.

at the single

artc,ntion

could fire on

any troops

They would then close on the house

and the tanks

would cease firing.

the, occupants

would surrender

Usually

at this point

hut occasionally

it was

necessary to send men iri to ‘flush’ thqo out.
The German,
as a rulq does not like t6 t?ght it out within the confines
of a small building.

Slow But Sure

“The problem

of slowly eliminating

then resolves itself into one

the position

house hy house.

It is

felt that units should be giving some thought to this: problem, as such situations will pr&nt
themselves more and
more as we get

farther into c&tinental

be remernbcred

that such an assault is not a ‘blitz’ but a

slow, well-ordered

Europe.

It must

Ix~cess.”

Colonel Harry B. Shermatl, Commanding
Infantry, ITALY: “We have a hard time getting

Use Your Rifle

Officer -th
riflemen

to we

their rifles;

and other supporting
would be better

they depend

weapons

if they fired

too much.

on

the artillery

In most cases it

even if there

is no visible

target.
A group of riflemen may be stopped by a German
machine gun which they can’t ,locate, but if they will open
26

fire in the general

direction of the machine gun the GerI b&eve that we have placed
mans will usually pull out.
too much emphasis on fire orders and fire control by unit
leaders.
general
without

Men must

be taught

to open fire at once

in the

direction of any target that is holding them up,
waiting for any squad leader or other individual

to tell them to open fire.”
co-NT:
The &oue obaervolioa refers to the seneral sihmtion of
tiflemen ad.ancing in the normd O,,DCk. nlhereare obvio”*ly many
llpeciol sitvotionswhen fire must be wi,hhe,d or contro”ed by (I ,eCA.r.
In SUChCases epecim1inahuetions shwkl be giwn.
*

Zero the

Rifle

H.

Cokrael

E. Puller-, Iufnnty,

NOUEI

IRF.L.~D: “In

this unit, as a result of the test firing of all

rifles 1903All

(sniper rifle)

a sight setting

table was lx?‘-

pared for each rifle.
This table contains typewritten instructions as to how to set ‘the zero of the rifle sight, both
as to elevation

and windage,

followed by a table showiqg

the clicks from zero for exh
yards, and

a windage

the bullet at

range from 100 yards to 1,000

table

to take care

the various ranges.

These

of the drift

of

tables wcrc then

pasted on the left side of the stock of the rifle and covered
This table is ncceswith shellac to prevent deterioration.
say, siqce no two sights were found to be the same; Moreover, a man

cannot,

for all ranges.

from memoryl

The

the sniper becomes

table

set his sight correctly

is necessary

a casualty

also

in the event

and a replacement

is called

upon to use his rifle.”
*
Weapon Confidence
CoZon.el Kerr, Chief of Staff, 36th
Diuision, ITALY: “I saw one of our men with a bazobkzi
walk out toward a tank which
lery.

He aimed

He hit the tank
through
against
bazooka

the

air.

his bazooka

just below the turret, which
Most

machine-gun
is fine

was being engaged

of our bazookas

nests

against

by’ art,il-

and let go at about 75 yards.

and concrete

them.

The

sailed 40 feet

have

been used

pillboxes.

Germans

The

call it the

‘shoulder 75.’ ”
*
NOTES ON

TRAINING

How I Would
Gates, Infantry,
again, I would
28

Train a Company
ITALY: “If

Now

Captain Rdert

I had to train a rifle compz+

stress the following:

C.

“Ba.ric disciplirre,
ness of beari?g,

by which I n~can smart saluting,

cleanliness

ing, and equipment--shoes
fection

in this early,

shined,

alcrt-

of person,

hair cut, etc.

cloth-

Get per-

as it is the basis of much later training.

firing on R course which included a lot of sur-

! 11“Combat
piise

and ncatncss

targets.

Proper

distribution

of small arms

fire over

a suspected target area is very important.

“UJC of the rifle diq,
particularly
in combat firing.
Most men fail to use it even when in a defensive or other

situation
until

where

its

uwis

the use of the

consciously

decide

perfectly

practicable.

sling is so natural

Practice

that n man

not to use it when the situation

must
is such

that its use is inappropriate.

“Striper training
marksnranship
two

3.tnan

in
sniper

for the upper 20 percent qualified in
each rifle platoon.
Organize
at least
teams in each

platoon.

Allowing

for

casualties and sickness you could count on having about two
2-man

trams in each

platoon

in combat.

A sniper’s

rifle

and a pair of binoculars

“BAR
until
is

irniniq

per team is essential.
to be given to every man in the squad

he has a thorough

one of our

more

knowledge

effective

of the wcapo~~

weapons

but

must

It

be in
A BAR

the hands of a trained man to be really valuable.
man in one of our companies .g0t twenty Germans

‘for

sure

in one hour during one of their counterattacks;

this

was one-half the casualties his platoon inflicted.
“Scoutiq
wd patrollin,o need plenty of emphasis.

My

company landed in Sicily with about 7 noncommissioned
officers and 25 privates really efficient in this.
As a result they were worked
reduced

There

to death.

and the replacem&ts

that

numbers

we received

became

knew little

about the subject.
Therefore
our patrolling grew proThis training
gressively weaker as the canlpaign went on.
should

include

passage

of mine

fields, compass

work and
29

map reading,
“Terrain

and patrolling

appuxintion,

disadvantages

against actual

enemy groups.

to teach the me” +vantages

of terrain features.

Teach

them

and

to visual&

:_
how the ground on which you are located looks from the
enemy’s viewpoint, i. e.,, what he can see and what tin
can’t see; where
discipline.

you can take

positions unobserved,

and cumouflage

“Camouflage

discijline,

etc.

particularly

the

Pound into the me” the xrcccssity of not making

trails, not moving
your position,

around

and similar

thinks about it.
“Organization

when
matters,

of the squad

the enemy

can observe

urltil each

man always

chain of leadership

to the

point where if only two me” are left in the squad they Will
know automatically
squad organized
sequent
“The

which

replacements.
weapons platoon

pa”y team
habitually

to
uses

81-“,m *“ortars
plish work that

one is the’ leader.

this way regardless

a point

should
where

be worked

it to its ut~~rxxt capacity.

“Living

in the field under

be taught.

This ~“eans that

cope with cold,

rain, snow,

the

and con-

into the corn-

the company

arid the artillery
could be handled

Keep

of casualties

commander

Too

often

the

are called on to accomby the weapons platoon.

adverse circumstances
the me” should

should

know how to

mud, and ice, when they are

on the front line for many. days. The me” should know
how to put a shelter half over a fox hole or slit trench,
leaving .+ small hole through
They should

which to observe

know that they must remove

and to fire.

the shelter half

and recamoufiage the trench or hole whenever the weather
clears.
They should also be trained to remove their shoes
and socks each day and massage

their feet.

Such training

will really pay dividends.
‘Messengers

should receive

ing and patrolling.
30

specialized training

,in scout-

Make them practice artd practice until

Messenger

Service.

they can repeat a simple verbal lnassage exactly as it ws
given to them.
Do not permit them the slightest deviation
Also these men should
from the wording of the message.
receive intelligence training,
as frequently
they have opportunities
to see and report things of value to the commander.
All messengers in my regiment. have been sent
to an intelligence school and it has helped.
“In selecting nbnconmissioned o@xlr, I am convinced
that steadiness is the first asset, resourcefslness
is the second, and intellect only third.”
*
COMBAT

MISCELLANY

Notes
General Lucas, Field Artillery, ITALY:
“A good many infantry battalion commanders
do not understand the fire power at their disposal.
They call for
artillery fire when they could handle the situation
with

Random

their own mortars.
ammunition

We

lrave

wasted too

much

artillery

on small targets and just on suspicion-ammu:

nition which

has to be brought

up long distances

by truok

on bad roads.
Flanking

Out

Machine

“The battle

Guns

indoctrination

courses have given some troops the idea that they attxk
machine guns by crawling ,toward the machine suns on
their bellies without
so.

They

must

connection,

a chance

go around

of hitting back.
and flank .them

in training and in maneuvers,

this flanking-out

by having

and hardest
ITALY.

hills available,

Importonce

‘of Small-Arms

do not use small-arms

Tbis is not
out.

In this

we should teach.

the men so over

the toughest

as we had to do in SICILY and

Fire

“In battle

fire enough,

our men still

nor do they distribute,

it properly.
For instance, if fire is coming from a nearby
small hill but you can’t see .the enemy, you should cover
that hill wit.h small-arms

fire.

Reports

still

indicate. our

men do not do this.”
*
Combat

Existence

Bri&ier

36th Dioisior~,, ITALY: “First,
live at night.

A squad

the squad leader
platoon

chiefs

and so on.

General William

should

can get hold

must be able

sleep as a squad so that
of his men

quickly.
AlSCl
to get hold of squad leaders,

A company commander

divisions who

saw our battle

H. Wilbur,

the soldier must know how to

of one of our infantry

training

course

said that if

his men had had it he might have been able to save more of
his company

in a certain situation

at night.
As it was, it took
his company.
32

when they were jumped

nearly 2 hours

to assemble

Cooking,
how

Digging,

Mcmhing

men must know

“Similarly,

to cook at night, how to organize

a defensive

sb- as to be able to receive a counterattack
including

position

in daylight--

such a simple thing as how to dig a foxhole

at

night.
’ “Physical
the

conditioning,

so-called

rest

period

too, is all important.
all infantrymen

march in 40 minutes each dav.
basic drill, including calisthenics,

Here in

take

a 4.mile

Precision and snap in all
should be stressed.”

*
to Prevent

How
cd

corjx,

prolonged

Trench Foot

ITALY:

Major

“Prevention

ineffectiveness

F. A. Sheone,

is important

of the casualties.

prevention,
is to keep the feet and
with adequate circulation.
These

Me&-

because of the
The aim, in

hands dry and warm
n~asures are recom-

mended:
“Shoes and leggings should fit loosrly.
“Wear heavy wool socks.
These may require

a larger-

size shoe to avoid constriction.
“Change

socks daily.

An exchange

service

set up whereby wet socks may be exchanged
troops
than

are on duty

in wet cold

should

be

for dry when

places for periods

longer

3 days.

‘?!Jear overshoes when the ground is wet or muddy;
partiwlarly
when the troops are on station&y duty.
“Avoid
impractical,
the

prolonged
at least

shoes to stimulate

immobility.
exercise

the

If

walking

about

toes and ankles

is

within

circulation.

“Remove the shoes at least once a day, dry, and massage
the feet. Lanolin or vaseline should be rubbed lightly on
the skin, and dty (or at least wrung-out)

socks put on.
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“In bivouac
weekly,

and

treated.

arcas. the feet
infections

The

should bc inspected

of any

type should

at least

be properly

feet should be washed daily and foot powder

applied.”
*
Silence

Is Security

Diuirion, ITALY:
not so much

Major

Kermit Hansen, 34th Infantry

“Our men talk when captured.

as the Germans

talked to three

Perbaps

but still too much.

men of the

I have

Division who were captured
during the landing at Snte~NO and who escaped several
weeks later and

halted.

returned

Suddenly

to

so~neone

said in perfect English, ‘A41
A_Company
men liner up
here, B-Company

over there,

and so on.

were corn-

They

pletely taken in and lined up
as directed before

they realized

they were being tricked into

giving away information.
“Later when one of the me,n refused to answer questions
asked by a German’office~

the

latter said,

‘You damned

fool, do you thirik you are keeping something
Your compahy
comma,nder’s
name is 6,
sergeant’s

J -.

name
Isn’t

is I-,

that

keep from nodding
had correctly

right?

and

+ur
The

squad leader’s
soldier

his head in agreement

named all three of them.”
*

from Ls?
your first

said

name

is

he couldn’t

since the officer

Cc~lor~l IZarr)iB.

The Hard Way Is Safer

Sho,,mu,

Co,,,.

manding Oifcer, 7th Infantry, ITALY: “Stress night crossJJon’t allow the units
~,!+ntry ~w_wcm~ntsand night attacks.
or individuals
of advance:

to use any road, patha trail, or other easy mote
in every cast: have them move by only the most

and innccessi ble terrain

difficult
paths,

trails, and even

going arc,almost

invariably

the ~nen regard
route

the

in

the vicinity.

jest, open ground

that

Roads,

offers

rnincd or booby-trapped.

most difficult

ground

of advance and it will cave many

easy
Make

as the nat,ural

casualties.

Y
Souvenir

Mnjor Gcor~e

Saboteurs
“Soldier

Llcpn~tment:
our &arts
mat&e1
thou,ght

have been
to the fact

thcrcon

constitute

production
materiel

Ordnance

ark interfering

with

to dcvclop con~plctc intelligence data on enemy
In many instances the name plates on captured

material.

has been

B. Bmnett,

souvenir hunters

and

removed, apparently
that serial numbers

valuable
supply.

intelligence

bearing

A vast aumunt

lost to us by the destnxtion
and documents

without giving
and other data
on enemy

of irlformation

or appropriation

of

in the field.”
*

Gas-Cape

Float

Infantry,

E. T.

Second Licutemnt
Rnynard G. Rosen,
0.: “The individual gas cape can be

used to aid soldiers in crossing streams with their combat
Unfold the cape and spread it on the ground.
equipment.
Place
&bat

in it such
pack.

articles

Wrap

such as the field jacket,

of clothing

the individual

as desired

and

the

weapon in clothing

shirt, etc., and place it lengthwise

inside the cape on top of other articles.
Be careful that
no sharp metal parts are touching the end of the cape.
35
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“Place on top of the rvenpon the gas mask, h&net, cwt.
ridge belt, and any other items of eqoipmmt.
Shake rhc
tib$er side of the cape opening up and down to get as much
air as possible inside the cape, then quickly gather the open
&ds of the cape closing it like the top of a paper bag.
Tie
tightly with a shoe string or a shelter half rope.
“The bag may now be carefully lifted from the ground
and placed, ii the water.
TI were will hc ample buoyancy
to float all the equipment
the soldier normally carries in
combat.
It will also keep a man afloat if he places his arms
over the bag leaving the rest of his body in the water.
Or
he may tow it while swimming by holding the end of the
cord, which is used to tie the: bag. in his teeth.”
*

Improvised

Oven.

oil drums.

With

tools and steel plats

Navy and Air Corps, they converted
baking capacity

from the

of~eight loaves each.
( 1 j Cut out the front of the drum

These are the steps:
(see sketch)

borrowed

dozens of drums with a

; (2) Weld in a steel plate as a baking shelf;

(3) Devise a door to close the front (hinged horizontally,
it will tip more easily) ; (4,) Provide slots for heat fkw in the
shelf, cut steam
crossed metal
two or three

outlets in the back of the ovcq

and install

bars on w-hich to rest the oven;
inches

nest to the fire,

of water

in the lower

to keep the metal

Place the completed

(5)

Place

compartment,

from burning

out;

(6)

oven over a shallow fire trench.
*

FIELD ARTlLLER,Y NOTES
Artillery Air OP
cm, 3d Diuikn

‘First Lieutenant

A. IV. Shultr,, Air Ofi-

Arti/lery, ITAI.Y: “I find that it is necessary

hcrc to fly most of the time at about 1,000 feet, sometimes
1,500, 2nd sometimes

even 2,000.

adjust by using,adjacent

terrain

We pick up flashes and
features.

pick up smoke and fire-area concentrations;

Sometimes

we

occasionally

we

harass traffic on roads. Our usual targets are enemy &II
batteries.
Sometimes we have been able to pick up selfpropelled guns.,

We have hid

good luck in finding German

AA Suns.
Two ,fo Five Missions
air for an observer
four missions;

Per Day

was 5 hours,

the shortest

mission takes about

“The

longest

during which

was 40 minutes.

1 hour and

that long to locate an enemy

15 minutes;

battery

time~,in the
timehe

fired

The average
it takes about

and adjust

fire on it.

Five missions

in one day was the greatest

number

one observer;

the average is about two.

We find that we
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fired by

Combat Notes

Field

Ariillery,

Lieutcunnt

Colonel

“The

ITALY:

tices employed in my battalion
sound

W. C. Wmtmorclnnd,

following

methods

( 155 howitzer)

and prac-

have proved

and beneficial.

“The use of ladder fire is disxmraged
since it
GlJnflery
tends to give the enemy information
as to the location of
the

battery.

If observers

are uncertain

of the

of the line of fire they ask for a change
second

round leaving

the deflection

direction

of range

alone.

on the

By noting

the

location of the point of impact of the first Cd
second
rounds they can determine the line of fire sufficiently close
for observation
“When

purposes.

sweeping

reverse slopes

the delay

fuze

can be

used in an effort to obtain ricochet fire. If the adjustment
is made on the crest of the hill and the range increased
‘slightly,
“When
has

a good percentage
using smoke

proven ,most

to assist observers
tion,

of ricochets

to screen

can be obtained.

an area

effective.

When

in locating

rounds

the delay

fuze

smoke is Being

used

or for their

the quick fuze is more satisfactory.

orienta-

The use of time
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fuzc for this latter

puqxxe

has proven very efficacious

on

many occasions.
Firing

Battery

sections

“Gun

phone

communication

piece.

Lateral

provides gun

are controlled

between

lines between
control,

the

by direct. telo-

executive

and

eadh

thr Pirces are also laid.

even though

the direct

Thii

line is shot

UP.
COMMENT:1, aho&, be remsmbere.3 that Ule u&t cbnsidered is m
155.mm howitzer batla”on.
The need far intro-boftery telephone corn.
municatipn Will normldl~ no, be OS 9180, in the light artillery units.
The equipment neCessmy *or such a system is authorized m additional
*q”ipment by the higher sommond.
Slit-Trench

Relay

loss of control,,

“As

each

additional

an

section

prccaittion

against

digs a slit trench’

halfway

between the post of the executive
noneer is placed in this trench
the executive to the gun crew.
“It is stan&rd

practice

c,ord instrument

direction

of registration.

Time

pose.

Then

and the piece.

to have the center
by

smoke

A can-

to relay commands
battery

high burst after
is usually used

from
re-

completion
for this pur-

each morning, 6r at other times when weather

conditions have changed considerably, the recorded instrument directioti is c hcc k c d and if necessary the base d&xtions of all battcrics
Communication

battalion

CP

command
fire-control

changed.

“Double lines a& always laid from the
to each firing battery.
done is the normal

line between switchboards,
line running direct

position to the fire-direction
battery agents
the agent’s

using DR4s

ye-ton

truck.

while the other is the

from the battery

center.
mounted
These

executive’s

This linq is laid by the
as improvised

two lines

reels on

to the battery

laid on different

are

either

mutes.

line promptly

“A device’

Provision

is made

to simplex

if one line goes out.

controlled

at the

,any two or any combination

command

post

to throw

of staff phones into s&s

for

party call purposes, proved helpful.
It avoided transfcrring of telephones and moving from one phone to another
in a widely dispersed

installation.

“An assistant communications
.mand

officer remains at the com-

post at all times to insure

tween tactical
keep a tactical
adjacent

bcIIc
and

unit installations

concerning
recorded

coordination

plans and communications
agcncics.
map on which he records all battalion

each.

with the communication

Accurate

set-q’

wire routes and radio nets arc

on this map.

“In order to insure
battalion
Service

perfect

rear

continuous

echelon,

communication

a SCR-284

radio

with did

is assigned

to

Battery.

Observation
“Thorough and continuous observation over
a very wide front in a mountainous area was provided by
forming

battery observation

commander,

reconnaissance

groups

consisting of the battery

officer,

and assistant esecutive.

Each officer had his own vehicle with a SCR-610
or SCR608 radio.”
Each battery group was assigned as a zone of
observation
The

the

zone

of xtion

battery commander

mander

of his zone

of an infantry

obtained

regiment.

from the infantry

the plan of operations,

com-

and organized

his pian of observation.
The battery commander
stayed
at the OP selected initially, wi& wire communication
to
his

battery

SCR-608
’ *

in addition

to radio

radio, to the fire-direction

multiple switch

utilizing terminal

1 Very high frequency

communication
center.
strip COnnPCtiOnS.

vehicular radios.

via the

“The

other

two battery

radios wcrc then
tional

OI’s

placed

(either

observers,

by the

to the

communication
in

obscrva;lon

‘This system

providtd

a 24RO-mil sector

Command
istrative

at addi-

or flank)
as they became
These observers
were in direcv

were

filled

very

effective

by

either radidco~nrnandc~~

battalion

observers.

observation

even

with

of fire.

Post

command

XXY-61q

with the FDC or by
r&y through the battery

and-wire or all-radio
Gaps

with

commander

front

available or advantageous.
radio

each

battery

“A field

Operation

post,

being

a tactical,
has

headquarters

artillery

fire-direction,

a tendency

battalion
and admin.

to become

a ‘mad

house’ at times.
J u\t: a f~cw additions
and changes
make things go Smoothly, etlicientty
and quietly.
“An az:munition

recorder,

of ammunition,

who

licve computers
of ttris task.
“Have, an S-2 clerk who
maintaining

situation

“Shqw
sector

on

and

the

area

“Provide

a running
reports

map

can

maps,

and

S--2’s operation

e&h

staff

phone

catalog

keep the S-2

of observation

a record of all
ords check and

Antitank

kcepa

ammunition

and prepares

and

situation
observer.

an operktor

conversations
over his phone.
complete
the unit journal.

Platoon

“Used

mainly-to

patrol

record
will reassist

in

tog.

of’each
with

will

map

the

who keeps
These

areas

ret-.

at night

where enemy infiltration
was possible, reconnoiteriqg
roads
and position areas, checking for and clearing areas of mines,
and opening
Stripped

gaps

Baftalion

it is desirable

through

mine

fields.

“For all itiitiat occupation

to bring

f&ward

a minimum

of positions,
of vehicles.

All service and supply vehicles arc left with Service
in the battalioil i-car area.
:>:
“After
Pqotective
Measures

an

air attack,

stay under cover for at least 2 minutes
of antiaircraft
of

injuries

fire.

Otherwise

resulting

from

shell fragments.
“We standardized

Battery

men

following

therr: is a great

expended

on a slit trench

should

cessation
possibility

bullets

or

dropping

which

proved

most

effective.
All trenches
were individual
and were dug
widely dispersed.
The standard trench was 2 feet wide,
Oy:

feet deep, and as iong as the man was tall.

was

piled at the

sodded.
Placing
advantages:

end3 of the trench
the spoil at the

“It provides increased
or

splinters.
“The spoil is easier

less

7%

ends has the

protection

spoil

and camouflaged

or

following

against enfilade

bullets

or sod since it lovers

to camouflage

area.

“Thr trench does not have the
app~;aramx, making it more di&xlt
“The
periods

trench

characteristic
‘bathtub
LOdetect from the air.

providcn more comfort

of inactivity

for the man

since the sides are free from

during
spoil.”

*

Brigadier

Gcnernl

Artillery

Decoy

Artillery,

ITALY:

“One enterprising

Artillery

Group

showed ‘up

at

T.

Corps

other day looking for the corps engineer.
a sort of blank c,heck to cover dynatiite
normal

supply channels

of his demolition

E. Lewis,

Field

young officer of a Field
Headquarters

the

It seems he wanted
withdraw&
since

didn’t keep pace with the ,activities

squad.

“This squad selects an area that would be a. logical

artillery
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Sound and Flash
Artillery Obseruntion

Lieute~~nnt Colonel 1. W.
Bnttalion,

Wslls., Field

ITALY: “We advocate

longbase flash spotting.
Our present flash base is 4,000 meters.
The long base gets sky flashes at night and defeats defilade
in a way no other method cm.
We read on the center
of the glow and awept the location only when three or
mm2 rays give a cmnmon intersection.
“It is important
that sound and flash observers connect
the shell with the gun, if possible:
When impact data on
the shell is included in such~ reports it aids in eliminating
the fake noisemakers that the Germans use quite frequently.
Ingenuity at

16,000Meters
“Flash observers should know
how to adjust artillery fire using forward observer methods.
This will often permit a single observer to adjust fire when
communication
failures prevent the use of normal procedure.
While installing a flash station, a sergeant of this
battalion located an enemy target.
He adjusted a battery,
with excellent results, using forward observation
methods
although the observer-target
range was 16,000 meters.
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“Find

That Keg”

“In moving into position, we have
been able to move the battalion
as a unit; we always
it UP in smafl increments.
Therefore
it is important
ev~yone

who

might

elements

be well

have

versed

occasion
in map

to guide
reading,

these

never
bring
that
small

in following

a

4.5
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and

ttreo put out

of action

by artiliery

shell fire

while

immobilized.
Penelty

“The

of C.relessners

served

their

standing

fate

because

instructions.

the valley until they
moved

American

tanks

they deliberately

long-

moved

down

‘They bad appxcntly
reached a road

and then successively

out on the road to get a view.

As soon as they got

on the road they came under fire from German
yards

range.

plain

oiew.”

Using

the 4.2-in.

“Kange

88s at 1500

*
Fifth Army,

ITALY:

rules for the use of heavy

mortars

Chemical

“The following general
are suggested:
preach

lost de-

violated

Mortar

in the mortars on all likely avenues of enemy ap-

as soon as a position is occupied.

“Prcccding
of ammunition

an

attack,

push

heavy

mortnxs

as ,far forward as possible..

and

During

stocks
the at-

tack use mortars freely to prevent enemy from moving
bodies of troops by covered routes, tX blast field works, and
to $ux
“In
stirred
the

smoke screens where and when needed.
a stabilized

situation

use mortars

up and to wear him down.

enemy movements

to keep the enerny

Study the ground

so as to interfere

as mwh as possible.
“Heavy mortars should~ be located

in d&lade

artillery

fire and should have good observation

position

in order

to produce effective

and

with his routine

results.

f&n

enemy

of the enemy
Such

posi-

tions should be near roads or trails to facilitate arnrnunition
SUpply.
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“Use

mortars

for destruction

when such targets
tar and

artillery

eiicctivc

results,

fire.
YVhenever
the heavy

observers

our infantry

the

work

fire

together

Morfor most

type of target

take an objective

may be broken

“A

by precision

by the aitillery.

proper

in position

by the infantry

stone

knocked

forward

mortars

Examples
lated

be engaged

each taking

c,ountcrattacks
directed

of targets

cannot

quickly

by nssault,

so that

up by intense

undS*
‘1:
pIni?

the enemy

mortar

fire when

were

in an iso-

conxnander.

number

of enemy

farmhouse.

Fifty

the ho&apart

snipers

rounds

of &erved

HE

of white

phosphorus

and 40 rounds

fire

(WI’) poured into the debris elinlinated’the
snipers.
“A force of approxioutely
ant German infantry
battalion
was observed
Rangers
tercd

fornling

holding

in a sheltered

a mountain

on this arca

valley

pass.

as a likely

The

avenue

for an attack

mortars

of approach.

critical moment
the Ranger
conmander
called
fire and ,550 rounds of high esplosivc
fired at the
possible

rate by one company

the ground

covered

hrokr

with dead

At the
for mortar
most rapid

the formation

and

operations.

11 hours of daylight
the night

by using

This

during
smoke

left

and wounded.

“A srnokr screen &mt 500 feet high and 3 miles
placed on the north side oi the V~LTI;RNO Rwr:n
bridge-building

on

had rcgis-

one

long was
to cover

screen was maintained
day, and

pots.

continued

On the second

for
during

day it was

again~maintained
by mortar fire for 6 hours; 3,800 WP filled
mortar sb&
were fired.
The rate of fire, after the screen
was established,
“On a German
were fired beyond
of the burning

was one shell each
night

attack

the main
phosphorus

bold relief and our machine
48

15 seconds.

near SAN PIETRO, WP shells

body

of the attackers.

threw
gunners

the

enemy

were enabled

The light
soldiers

into

to execute

deadly
about

fire and break

up the attack.

‘This operation

used

400 rounds of WI’ ammunition.

:, “Two

enemy tanks were hidden in an area defiladcd

from

?rtillery fire. At the suggestion of the artillery observer,
mortar fire was placed one the area.
When the tanks attempted

to move to a new position,

our artillery

destroyed

them.”
*
4.2-in.

Chemical

Mortclrs

in Action

Comments

fnm

fantry Division, ITALY: A report to the chief chemical
by an observer in Italy
ments of commanders
weapon

emphasized

the enthusiastic

upon the excellent

in close support

com-

work done by this

of the infantry.

Some

practical

ideas as to technique contained in the report wcrc:
“It has proven very difficult to find suitable ground
emplacing
freezing

the mortars.

for

Due to the rains and the z&mate

and thawing,

port the base I’late.

1~1.

officer

the soil was not firm enough
The use of sarldbags

layers of logs and gravel aided in stabilizins
with this assistance it was usually necessarj

and/or

to supalteroate

the base.

Even

to dig the mortar

out and reemplace it after firing from 25 to 50 rounds.
L‘Original emplacements
required from 2 to 3 hours to
prepare

instead of the 3 to 5 minutes

normally

considered

necessary.
Choosing

Locations

emplacing

mortars.

“Avoid the most logical locat&ns

for

‘Jerry’ knows about them too and will

search them with fire when you cut loose.
“D&lade,
cover, and concealment
are the most important
at&b&es

of a position;

tised the more important

and the longer

the position

is to be

they become.

ivo~~.--Of course the p&ion rclected mwt permit the xcomplishment of the assigned mission.
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‘Harassing

fires

scsscs esceptional
cheek the mortars
targctr.
“Fire

at night by this weapon are not rccom-

The flash gives away the position unless it pos-

mended.

the

defilade.
If necessary to f%-e at nigh*:
c Iosc I,v ? and fire on previously rcgistcrc$

mortars

coincident

::,
This

with the artillen.

covers up the IIIUZZICblast and aids in concealing

your pozi-

tiorr.
“Prepare positions prior to occupation, utilizing the srnailThis cuts down movements
of mm.

est possible number

around the position,
cupation, and e+oscs

lessens confusion during
fewer men to observation,

actual occnem~ fire,

and mines.

“All movement should he made at night if possible, preferably just prior to dawn rather than just after dark.”

COMMUNICATIONS
Don’t Adjust

“Obtaining

Enemy Artillery

is still a headache.
rules for obtaining

was making a reconnaissance
a town, cncmy

radio

security

Troops still neglect the few elementary
troop
it, The other~day a rixonnaissance

artillery

in force.

fire began

As they approached

to fall to the south of it.

The troop commander

reported his location, by voice radio,
He.immediin the clear, as being just north of the town.
atsly began to receive artillery fire. The troop went through
the town quite rapidly and upon
exit, the commander
clear.

Immediately

town.

The

troop

approaching

sent a message
the artillery

to that

fire shifted to that part of,

is now using a voice brevity
*

the southern
effect in the
code.”

Common Violations
of Radio Security
Br&dier
General
Richard B. Moran, Chief Signal Officer, Fifth Army, ITALY:
“Use

of proper names,

Christian

names,

nicknames,

etc. to

refer to an officer or enlisted man defeats the object of daily
xhanging code signs and helps to identify groups.
The authorized code or coda must be used.
“Use of unauthorized code names or codewords may cause
confusion.

Units may not allot them xvithout permission.

“Long transmissions

give the enemy plenty of time to tune

in and increases his chances of gleaning

‘off the air’ if possible.

information.

Keep transmissions

Keep

short.

“An encoded map reference must not be awompanied
a description

of the place referred

“Administrative

by

to.

reports must not be sent in the clear.

The

enemy can often

obtain

valuable

“Codcx is more secure than

information

the reference-point

from them.
code and

its use should be encouraged .”

Major

Unusual Consideration

tiue, ‘Tank Destroyer

Battalion,

D. S. I’. Hinmnn. E,rec~~IWLY: “We use Cywopoles

with hooks on the end to lift field wire so that our ?&lOs cm
run under it and not injure

Before we tried this expcdi-

it.

ent, almost every time we ran we* a wire line we broke it.
Of course it is just too bad if the line doesn’t have sufficient
We carry two of these poles on

slack in it to permit this.
each of our M-l&.”

*

Dig In
Lieutend
Colonel D. J. Cnlidonna, Sign01 Ofiicer,
34h Infanby
Diuisiorl., ITALY: “We invariably dig in our
switchboards

and occasionally

our radio installations.

tection from the weather is obtained
l-ton trailer-bows

and all-over

by placing

Pro-

the top of a

the hole.

Offid
Report, Si,grml Operations, SICILY: “The contitiued use by an organization of a

Disclosed by Your Code

code of their own making will easily identify~ that unit wherby the enemy disclose the unit

ever and ~whenever it moms.

Members of a’ unit captured
As long as the
designation.

unit uses hits special-type

its identification

code

*

is certain.“.

A Reel Convenience
I,afantry Division,
leave

the empty

Alajor

Pickett,

ITALY: “When

Signal

Otficer,

1st

we lay wire over here we

reel at the end of each milt

looping

the

wrire around the reel a couple of timcs.
the

This not only clears
truck but also provides B reel when the wire is picked

up by eursclves or some other unit.”

*

MOTORSAND TRAFFIC
Motors
Meyer,
“It

Need Maintenance
Bri,aadier General Vincent
Commanding
18th Field A,_tillcry Brigade, ITALY:

MQSmy experience

Staging
tar

maintenance,

mary
heavy.

that as soon as we moved out of the

Area and got within range of the enemy’s guns, moend.

for sane

strange

reason, came

It is partly due to the vile weather

slimy mud.

to a surnand to the

I

“First-echelon
maintenance
was so utterly wanting that
drivers were not even checking the water level in the radiators.
proper

The

m?tor

to the weather
were

It finally

situation,
mediately
couple

were

honestly

maintenance
no overhead

try-ing to do

but they were exposed
cover from the rain, and

sliding around

in mud that

got them down;

was inches

they just couldn’t

cope

it.

Corrective

cover

with

slipping and

deep.
with

mechanics

second-echelon

Measurer
I placed
scouted

“When

and hardstariding,
of caves.

I realized the gravity of the

an energetic leader in charge.
around and got a place with
using available

‘We required

that

He imoverhead

buildings

the drivers

mud and drain old oil across the street from the shop.
helped to keep the shop clean and in order.

and

a

cleilh off
This

“As to first-echelon

maintenance

my motor

officer bad

to bear down in no uncertain

terms, but in two or three

days thee drivers

doing the things

were back

to

been trained to do for so many
combat.
In addition, I required

months prior to entry into
cuery officer, prior to start-

ing on any trip with a motor vehicle,
item on ~the car

they had

to cheek

in which he was traveling;

tires, battery, water level, oil gage, etc.
“I am still leaving the second-echelon

at least one
for example,

shop

in its good

location even though it is 5 miles back from our present CP.
I consider that a good ‘site’ for working is a more important
consideration

than

proximity

to the battalion

area.”

It
Be V&inch Conscious
Coloucl Wafter A. Goodrich, Coast
Artillery Corfis, Obseruer-, UNWED KINGDOM: “I have found
a considerable
54

number

of motor-vehicle

drivers

who know

little

or nothing

many

gun crew members,

about

the use of the truck
including

a major

section

chiefs, are not familiar with

winch

can perform

getting

so many

important

Also
of the

this device.

varied

Since the
duties in

and useful

in and out of pdsition, lifting

would seem extremely
its possibilities,”

winch.
portion

heavy loads,

for battery officers

etc,

it

to stress

It
Keep
A’.

Your

Disfance

P. Comfiany,

problem

Lieutenant

4<5th Division,

Robert
ITALY:

over here, has to be worked

L.

Whitlock,

“Traffic,

24 hours aday.

our big
Jerry,

you know, has a nasty habit of dropping out of the clouds
when he sees two or more vehicles jammed up. Some of our
drivers
made

were slow in learning

to keep proper

distance.

It

it hard on their families.

“In order to cope

with all situations

we have

2 officers

and 30 enlisted men of the company attached to each of our
3 regimental
corrrbat teams.
They wntrol
traffic z&d
handle

prisoners of war in their respective

platoon,

made up of the remaining

areas.

Our base

officers and men, handle

all traffic from the re,gimental bouhdary~ to the division rear
boundary.
“This is where our real tratlic problem
MPs

attached

to our engine&s

c~onstrucfion sites.
front.
the

Then

These men are

too, we must have

MP requirements

is.

We alsb have

to control traffic
a detachment

of the division

at bridge

usually right
commjnd

up at the
to furnish

post.

*
Gasoline
Warfare
liquids

Gadget

Lieutenmt

Seruic~: “The
from 55.gallon

DomldE.

rapid transfer

Frazier, Chemical

of gasoline

drums to 5-gallon

containers

or similar
is often
55

a difficult and hack-breaking

~XOCCSSinvolving

considerable

wastage.

In my outfit we have devised a dispenxr, utilizing
salvaged materials, which has proven very satisfactory.
“The dispenser

is made by drilling a hole in the stand&I

end bung of a 55.gallon
sertion of a lensth
as shown in the

drum

large enough

of pipe 1 inch in diameter.

to permit ,i~%
This is bent

diagram and welded in place.

Note that
enough pipe is used to extend almost to the bottom of the
drum.
Connect
a faucet to the outside end of the pipe.
Drill a second holein

the bung as shown and weld into it an

BUNG

Improvised Drum

Dispenser.

ordinary

valve stem lrom an aotornobile

This

tire.

is used

to introduce air pressure.
“If desired a length

of gasoline

hqe

faucet so as to avoid having
g$-ound while filling it.
--“In

operation,

corrrpreswr

air pressure forces

is usually available.

can be fastened

to hold the can

the

to

off the

the liquid out.

If not the prcssun:

An air
can be

easily built up with a hand pump.
“A further
truck

refinement

is to mount

and roll the whole assembly

the drum on a hand

down the line of cans.”

*

Permanent

t&n

Culverts

A. E. Hausrle,

From Oil Drums

Engineer,

Alaskan

and Concrete

Cag-

Depn~~tn~ent, says it

it simple to fashion permanent culverts from empty oil drums
and concrete.
After dcterrrrining the amount of culvert
opcnins

required

steel drums, with

to carry ofI the anticipated

flow, sufficient

top and bottom

knoc~kcd out and wcldcd

end to end, are placed in position

and the whole encased in

concrete.
Adjacent
apart,

lines of drums should be placed at least 6 inches

and no unit of culvert should include more than three

lines of drums.
placed

From 8 to 12 inches of concrete

should be

under and over the drums, the lines of drums Few&g

as inside forms for a concri%e culvert.
The space between
adjacent lines should also be filled with concrete to carry the
roadway
wide

load, thus preventing

spans, a small

collapse

of the drums.

amount of reinforcing

*

On

steel is advised.

INFANTRY

NOTES

Villages in Mountains
ITALY: “An outstanding

From Filth Army Tmi~ing
feature of the mountairnus

in ITALY is the invariable location

iVotes,
terrain

of villages on dominating

terrain or on ground which is vital to the~attacker

in order

that he may secure his line of communication.
lages consist of closely packed

These vil-

buildings with narrow, wind-

ing streets. The buildings are thick-walled and are immune
to shell fire except a direct hit; even these cause little damage.

There

are also a considerable

houses located

on dominating

number

features usually

of scattered
of the same

strong stone construction.
“The Germans

make full use of these buildings

as strong

points and machine-gun
installations.
They endeavor to
build up a system of mutually supporting positions which,
becatise of their
neuver against.

location,

lowed the advance
scattered strong

&e

extremely

On many occasions
scouts

to

difficult

to ma-

the defenders

have al-

penetrate

these

villages

points, then destroyed the following

or

troops.

Attacking
villages
variably

high.

proven
The

a Village
are almost

“Daylight attacks against these hilltop
out of the question

Extensive

to he the best method

attack is made

is necessary

as casual&s

arc in-

use of a limited night attack
of hwdling

on as dark a night as possible,.

and is relatively

has

this situation.
Silence

easy to obtain since the ground

over which the approach is made is mostly cultivated.
‘The
process of infiltration
must hc systematic and every building
gained

should he irmnediately

turned

into a strong

point

for tbe.attacker.
“It

is advisable,

tacking

whcrc possible,

elements allotted

to have the forward

a high proportion

guns.
Each man should carry at least two to four
grenades.
They are invaluable in clearing buildings.
Enemy’s

“The

Mortars

are

habitually

at-

of submachine

err$laced

hand

behind

villages on the RVCI’S~ slopes, dug down to a depth of 10
feet.
There arc alrrmst impossible to knock out by artillery
fire

even if we can

reported

actuzally locate

type.by

pooling all its 81.mm

battery

under unit control.

villages entirely,
communication.

flank

them,

and

One

unit has

engaged targets

mortars

“Of course, if it is at all possible,

“The

them.

that they have socces~fully

and bring

of ttris

them as a

it is bet,ter to avoid t&e
cut the enemy’s

absolute necessity of keeping

line of

a reserve for counter-

attacks

on the reverse

slope is stressed.

houses

on the forward

slopes they

If there

are any

should be occupied

the enemy will use them to assist his, &unterattacks.”
*

or

‘Infantry Heavy
Weapons
In The Mountains
Neauy
Wrnpvns Comjnzuy Conrmnnder, 311Division, ITALY: “Our
heavy weapons companies have carried just about half of
their weapons in Italy.
In that way they could keep up
both the guns and the mortars together with enough ammunition to make them useful.
Every machine gun squad
in the heavy weapons company has a light machine gun as
well as a heavy.
They carry the light machine gun up
these mountains
and later substitute the heavy gun if it is
practicable to bring it up.
“In thi type of terrain we use only two 81-mm mortars.
With them we can fire all the anrrnunition
we can get up.
It is much better to have two mortars firing when you need
them than to have six mortars without ammunition.”

*

Rille and Stove
Major Kermit
ffansm,
34th Infmtry
Di~iiio~~, ITALY: “In this division we have been able to
give a fairly liberal allowance of the small Coleman stoves
to the front-line
infantry by taking them away from truck
drivers, etc.
Most units have one stove per squ~“d. I am
convinced that men will hang on to their rifles to the last,
and to their stoves till next to the last. They utilize the
German metal gas-mask container
to carry the stove in.
Being able to heat ‘2’ rations is a great morale and efficiency
factor in cold, rainy weather, particularly up in the mountain tops where our men are now. Also a secondary but
vital use of these stoves is to dry out wet socks; it is the only
possible way that it can be done.”

Hot

Food fo.r the

Front Line

As,shnnt

ITALY:

“Front

cannot

get even a mule up to them.

oans in boiling water,
tainers,
reports

Division

GA,

line units get into many places where
then put them

We heat
in 155.mm

you

‘C-ration
shell con-

and strap three containers on a packhoard.
The
we get back indicate that the food stays hot for 4

hours.-which

is long mough to get it to the front line troops

by dismounted

pack

methods.

We

have also sent

up, by

packboard,
hot water in 5-gallon water cans, with each
can wrapped ‘in two blankets.
Reports also show that the
water

on the front line is hot enough

coc0a

or coffee.”

for the men to make

SECTION

ESSENTIALS OF

JUNGLE

IV

WARFARE

“3. Men should be designated
“Organization

of n Defensive

to watch for snipers.

Area for a Platoon

(One

AQht)
“1. Post outposts to cover platoon as it organizer
tion.

Place loaded automatic

attack comes during organization of position.
“?. Select position difficult to attack-.-preferab!y
ground.
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the posi-

weapons nearby in case enemy
on high

“3, Cover
proacti

trails

and other

“4. Dig three-man
mutually
the

likely

with well dug-in automatic

wem~x

emplacements

supporting

of enemy

at,-

weapons pits.
placed so that

they arc

and cover the area completely

around

platoon.

“5. If the platoon has sufficient communication
equipment, a sound-powered telephone nctcorrnecting the platoon
command

post with cacb squad should be provided.

“6. Booby trap the arca completely

around the ptximctcr.

“7. Clear light brush or fire lanes outside the perimet~er
for 20 to 40 yards.
“8. Arrarlge for supporting

artillery

or mortar

fires.

“9. Place sharp pointed sticks in the ground 10 to 25 lcct
in front nf ttre weapons pits. They should be inclined in the
dircc.tion of possible enemy approach.
The sticks must be
sunk in the ground
anchored.

They

to sufficient depth so that they are firmly
should protrude

must not be so high 2s to interfcrc

to varying

heights

but

with the firing of weapons.

“10. If patrol has a mortar attached set it up to fire on
most likely enemy approach to the perimeter.
“11. Use grenades

freely when the enemy is seen or heard

approaching
the position.
“12. Hold the weapons fire until
served.

Premature

firing of weapons

“13. All men should remain
not move around

“Musts”

for

the

BOUCAINVILLE: “If

a definite target
will disclose

is ob-

positions.

in their emplacements

and

the area.”

Jungle

Soldier

First Marine

Corps,

he is to stirvive it must be second nature

for every jungle soldier to:
Keep his mouth shut on the trail.
Recognize

common

jungle

sounds.
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Keep his eyes off the ground
tain a constant

watch

when on the trail and main-

toward

the head

of

the

cohnni

and to a selected flank.
Get ofI the

trail at halts,

conceal

himself,

and observe

to the flanks.
Dig in at protracted

halts.

Know the Nambu (a light
because it is the framework

machine gun) by its round,
of the Jap jungle organizn-

tion and is an infallible guide
Black his face

and hands

to flanks and strongpoints.

and remove

any

shine from

equipment.
Conserve his own ammunition

and pick up an abandoned

bandolier when he, sees one.
Memorizeand
invariably use the unit’s selwted

code words

for leaders,

corpsman,

various

maneuvers,

mqmunition,

etc.
Be able to select a night position so that the jungle works
to his advantage
ing .I+
Appreciate

and to the disadvantage

of the infiltrat-

the fac,t that the Japs do not have

that they are

afraid of the

moving Jap is an easy victim

dark, and that

cat’s eyes;
at night

for a silent Marine

n

who be-

lieves in his bayonet.
Care for his equipment

religiously.

Weapons

with unbelievable rapidity
in ihe jungle
cleaned at every opportunity.”

deteriorate

and must be

*
Military Mapping

and Sketching

Force Commander,

SOUTHWEST Pxmc

most helpful things I have learned
how to make a map.
a rough sketch
64

in Combat Areas
about jungle

I bad each of the platoon

of the terrain

Task

AREA: “One of the
lighting is

leaders make

to the immediate

front

of

thr!ir p!atoons.
pany,
work.

These

sketches were consolidated

by com-

and then the battalion consolidated the companies’
I do not believe it practicable
to have maps con-

solidated

by units larger than the battalion.

“We found

these

consolidated

sketches

to be

of more

value than airplane photos, which usually just disclosed
a rna~s of trees, or the map issued, which gave little detailed
irrformation.

These consolidated sketches gave me valuable
and necessary inform&m
for employment
of tanks and
other troop units against the enemy.”
*

81 -mm in the Jungle

Lieutenant

Frank Kay,, Infantry,

BOUCAINVILLE: “Heavy-weapons
rule, see much action
defensive one.
The

companies don’t,
as a
Their role is usually a
in the jungle.
81-mm mortar has proven to be an
65

excellent supporting weapon, hctter than the’60-mm.
Adjustment of mortar fire is quite difftcult due to the extrerne\y
limited visibility.
We use considerable
smoke to facilitate
adjustment.
“Often the first few rounds arc lost, but \ve sense by sound
and work back towards our own troops.
Heavy HE is used
almost exclusively.
The sound of the explosion of this shell
is barely heard at 300.-400 yards, as sound travels very poorly
I have been under the fire of these mortars
in the jungle.
where the mortar-target
range \vas 300 yards and the target
was only 7.5.-30 yards in front of us.
“On the march, when cspecting enemy contact. the mmtars are kept at a designated distance frdrn the point.
At a.
halt they immediately
go into firing position.
Should fire
be needed they use the known distance from gun to point
as a limiting range.
For initial direction, the approximate
azimuth of the colu11111is used.”
*
Neutralizing Ann

Operatiom Report, XIV
Corps, NEW
GEORGIA: “Malaria has proved to be a more effective casualty-producing
agent than Jap bullets. Many units relaxed
malaria-control
discipline upon entering con&at.
A major
rerlson for this was a false sense of security, since few mosquitots were observed.
“Factors tending to increase malaria incidence were: c 1)
Locating bivouac areas too near natural breeding places such
as swamps and sluggish streams:
(2: Creating
artificial
breeding places, i. F., rain barrels, discarded l&nets, tin cans,
bottles, broken coconuts, water-filled bomb craters and foxholes, and sagging tarpaulins;
(3) Failure of individual malaria discipline in neglecting malaria-suppressive
treatment,
rolling up shirt sleeves or renloving clothing, thus exposing
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“The use of unscreened
in malarial

pit latrines and straddle t~nchcs
reg-ions resulti in 100 percent exposure of per-

Sonnel to malarial
standard

mosquitoes.
Some units have used the
bed net over a 4-foot-long straddle trench.
The

sides of the net are wrighted with strips of wood so that they
will fall to the ground after being lifted. The bed net can

Antimosquito

Muffler.

/
No Place
68

for Amateurs.

cxpcrience

in patrolling,

and they still have plenty to learn,

“Let rnc give you an enarnple of a ,4-day patrol WC had in
J?p territory.
In those 4 days we moved about 1,000 yards
a; day.
lunch,

Starting

at

7 in the morning,

and ending at 5.

averaged

per hour.

an hour’s

stop for

Figure out for yourself how far we

It’s pretty

tough

to move like

a cat

through the jungle hour after hour.
One nxu~ causing
a little too nxuch noise can cause the wnihilation
of a
patrol;

I sincerely

Jap Ambushes
on

trails

mean

because

it, because

it has happened.

guess you lravc been told not to travel

“I

the

Japs

have

ambushes.

It’s

per-

fectly true. WC travel cross country through the thickest
jungle and still manage to be quiet.
The scouts with a
patrol

should have extremely

understand
should

sharp

now, no ha&q.

have rendezvous

knives for slicing vines,

I said slicing.
points designated

Patrol
where

leaders
the men

can meet in case they’re split up by opposing patrols.
Too
ma,ny meil are lost hccausc of neglecting this simple poirlt.
Equill

each man tvith some Sort of con~pass and be sure every

member

of the group

knows the azimuth

back to the front

lines.”

*
Orgoniration of a Jungle Patrol
ant

S. C. Murray.,

Horace
organized

0.

Cushman,

Infantry,

New

Obseruer:

from the Intelligence

As Rapted
Gumzn,
“An

by Lieulenmid

intelligence

and Reconnaissance

Colonel
patrol,
platoon
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of an infantry

ereginxnt

licutcn;rnt

20 enlisted

and

and

on a 4-day mission
men

16 carbines.

The

and heavy

fire power.

qu~k
crcncc

to the

through

with

gun

was

‘tommy
The

carbine

Mel rifle since it is lighter

the heavy

jungle

consisted

arnicd

3 ‘tommy
carried

of a
guns?
for

its

was used in yrefand easier

to carry

growth.

“Ea,ch man
carried
a Ml917
haversack
containing
a
poncho, one ration, head net, extra pair of socks. and halazone and atabrine
piece, with
ried

the

tablets.

normal

grenades

ammunition

uniform
load,

was HB twill, two-

and leggins.

They car-

augmented

by several

apiece.

Native Bearers
5 unarmed

“An additional

native

and

‘bully beef’

and

were

bearers

cap was worn
work and decreases

“An SCR-610
Native

radio

operators

These

ration was supplemented

and vegetables.
“Thr HB twill

type.

were

also carried

carried

a supply
were

radio is normally
carriers

are

are attached

to employ

the SCR-610

over the
country.

required

used

basis iii-

with

because
carried

fruits
is too

to hear.

by patrols

to transport

to the yatrol.

native

the helmet

the ability

by

of rice

‘C’ rations,

011 a four-c,ans-pel-lnan-per-dam

The

noisy for jungle

32 rations

(who

for themiclves)

figured

stead of six.

‘The
ahlc wt
‘The
portable

Their

the HB twill caps, shoes,

it and

of this
three

It is necessary

’ as the SCREW-5112 will not operate

distanta

in

the

mountainous

jungle

%X--610 is a ircqucncy-modulatrd,
battev-operated.
portweighing approxinrvtely 6.5 pounds.
Range 5 miles.
SCR-51 I is an alnplitude-modulated,
battery-operated,
set weiShiq
approximately
20 pounds.
Range 5 miles,

Operationcd

“The formation
below:

Technique

is as showy in diagram

Formation

of Jungle

“If the area is particularly

usually employed

Patrol.

dense two ‘tommy’ gunners are

The
used in front, one on each side of the track if possible..
distances between the men in squads varies from 3 to 8.yards.
Visual

Sometimes

contact must be maintained.

carriers

are placed

‘tommy

gunner and the second in command

If Attacked

ately

in rear of the

second squad

the native
with one

behind them.

“When fired upon, each man immedi-

Enroute,

takes cover and then works off the track to the right

and left a distance
perinrcter

of 5 to 10 yards, thus setting up + small

defense.

The men receive

prior instructions

in

the direction in which they will move in the event of an
attack.
The platoon sergeant moves up from the rear and
directs
men,

the defense.

The platoon

leader, perhaps

with two

makes a reconnaissance

to determine if the resistance
He remembers at all times
can be driven off or bypassed.
that his mission is reconnaissance
Night

Bivouac

“The

exact

not combat.

location

is selected

dark although often not occupied until nightfall.
locations

are astride

a ridge or on a small hill.
Each
on the perimeter.

three

dig slit trenches

know

the exact location

prior to
Preferred
Groups of
man

of the groups on his flanks.

must
One

of three

man in each group
Movement

is on the alert

after dark is kept to the minimurn

case prearranged.

at all times.
and is in every

No lights

or fires are permitted

after

must

tly to fight

indi-

nightfall.
Teamwork

“Men

not

the

Japs

vidually.
A soldier fighting on his own is a most uncconomical investment, and unless he is lucky he will nccomplish very little.
machine

sniper or two.
nation.

It is a rare

gun is not covered

occasion

when

by other wzapons,

a Japanese
including

a

No one man can move in on such a combi-

Fighting

must be done

groups, and, in order to make
must be continuous

by mutually

supporting

this system &c&w

training

and every effort made to keep the com-

position of the groups unchanged.
Essential

Standards

“The

gence and Reconnaissance

successful

platoon

and efficient

Intclli-

should have the following

standards:
Selected

personnel,

average.

mentally

and physically

hettcr than

Each mcrnber should be the equal of the average

squad leader.
One hundred percent trained
Rigorous physical hardening.

replacements.
Lots of hill and mountain

climbing.
Experience

in the jungle.

During

training,

stay out for eight or ten days at a time.
and learn to read signs from them.

Have them show the

men the edible fruits and vegetables.
Strict water discipline, both as to the amount
and its purification

with h&zone
the situation

No talking or whispering.
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consumed

tablets.

Ability to move rapidly and silently.
signals to indicate

they should

Use native guides

Use arm alId hand

and the desired

action.

Knowledge

Jungle

Patrol

of the pidgin dialect of the natives.”

Pointers

First Marine

BOTJGAINYILLE: “Information

Am{hibiou.~

is the framework

Carfix,

upon which

tactical plans are built, atid, especially in the~jungle, pntrols
are a most effective information-$athering
‘$genct.
The
Japs

are vigorous jungle

patrollers,

and our patrols must be

sufficiently effective not only to counteract
to provide us with information as well.

Jap activities but

Jop Reaction “One cffcctivc patrol expedient was devised,
based on an invariable Jap characteristic---no
matter what
the circumstances,

the Jap when struck, will react irnmedi73

ately and ag,gressively, As applied to patrols this characteristic is manifested in swift countcrpatrolling
by tbc Japs along
the withdrawal
routes of our patrols.
“To counter this it will be found eflective to send out
patlnls in pairs--+ne
to conduct the aggressive mission and
one to follow a mile or so behind to erect an ambush on the
trail. The first patrol, after completing its mission, withdraws through the ambushing
force, which has had ample
time and good security for setting up its ambush.
Almost
invariably a Jap patrol will soon appear.
“Points to be remembered
and conduct of jungle patrols:
“l’rauel ii,ght.--lx papers.

Basic Principles

in preparation

“Include a high perccntnga
of automntic weaf~onr and
concentrate a large proportion
of them well forward.
The
point should be heavily armed.
“il$~rrouh
strenms +,.gcrZy.
The Japz like strratns best
for their ambushes.
i&fake sure that the point has grenades
in hand when it starts across.
Don’t pause for any reason
until both banks have been well scouted in both directions.
“Select successiuc rcorga&atiorl
points as the pntrol pmgresses down the trail, to provide for swift reorganization
should a heavy Jap attack cause dispersion.
‘:Vfaneuucr rwiftly on fiut contact. Jap ambush weapons
are not normally sited to cover wide fields of fire and usually
bear mainly on the trail.
Likewise the Japs react poorly
to an attacker who makes and acts on his decisions quickly.”

Obscrucrs Report, ARAWE: “.
the
Jap usually confines his night air activities to small nuisance
raids and the effect of those can bc largely nullified by the

Dummy Installations
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,*

“Obliterate foot@ts
made by the ,patrol in acting the
ambush. This is hard to do, but the technique GUI be
picked up from natives.”
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ISLAND

LANDINGS

The landing on MAKIN ISLAND was accomplisl~cd by battalion landing i&m
and the action throughout was largely
by t>attaiion.
Thr ~ornments of Major Gemcal RR~[I/LC.
Smith,, Comnm~dirrq 27th Ixfnxtq
Divi.rion
on
certain
aspec~ts

of this

Infantry
and
that
from

“Control

wmpanies

groups

operation

arc

intcrcstirrg.

is bard to maintain

when

operating

in

in squads, $atoons,
woods.

arc soon lost from sight and sound.

particular

attention

the squad leader

be directed

Connecting
It is necessary

by all corrm~anders

on up to maintain

control

of their

own forces and contact with adjacent units.
Every individual must know the location of his immediate superior or
his CI’ at all times.
“Due to the difficulty
advance,

and

of flank patrols to keep up with the

the further

difficulty

of maintaining

com-

munication
with these patrols, flank protection
is often
lacking.
Here again all commanders
must be certain that
77

culties will

hc

greater

Only decisive, ener-

anticipated.

than

getic engineer action on the beach
of supplies and equipment

will insure the rapid flaw

ashore.”

*
Debarkation

U. S. Army, A&n

Tips

RE/IOII,, MA~SIIALL

ISLANDS: “A lack of uniformity in the training of troops in
debarking was noted. It is recommended that in amphibious
training
sized:

the following

axiomatic

“Prior to debarkation
inspect all members

exh

rules of safety

boat-team

commander

should

of his team in respect to wearing equip-

ment. Note especially the following
Helmss strap to be unfastened.

items:

Rifle to be secured across the back;over
so it will not

be empha-

swing and get

the left shoulder

tangled in nets

or slip off

shoulder.
Rifle belt and j~ack strap to be unfastened

ment can be jettisoned
Gloves not to be used.

so that equip-

ii~ case man falls into the water.
Men

going over the side should

not wear gloves.

Amphibious

Soldiers.

“In

debarking,

put

left foot over

and grasp rail with both hands.

debarkation

rail

Do not attempt

first

to grasp

deck beading.
“Descend ladder without hurry, st,raddle chain with feet,
and hold, hand under hand, to the same chain that is bcirrg
straddled.
“h&n not engz~gcd in holding the bottom of the net keep
clear & net bottom.
“Men

holding

the

net keep their

bodies between

rifles and the net.
“Nets must he kept well clear of the inboard
boat

so that toes will not be caught

ladder

their

side of the

hetwcen rungs of net

and the side of the boat.

“All loore gear to hc lowired into boats in coal bags and
not on individual lines.
“In Icaving boats on the beach,
alon,g the sides rather

clear ramps by moving

than down the centrx of ramp.

the latter case n ‘(,I‘ ge of rhc boat irl, 011 to the bra&
C&SC the ramp

to clip the soldier

In
may

from behind.”

*
BUNKERS

‘REDUCING
Technique

Refiort-

SOLlTNwEST
Jap bunkers

Pncm1c AREA: “Many
have been tried with

following

technique

of First

Marine

has proven

Amphibious
Corps,
methods of reducing
varying

successful

success.

The

on many

occa-

sions :

“Locate the hunker
more

“Locate
‘This
these

and determine

whether it has one or

embrasures.
its supporting

emplacements

will require patient and careful
supporting

installati&x

under

and machine

reconnaissance.

guns.
Take

fire.
81

“Have

the grcnadicr

danolition

foilowed

at 15 to 20 yards by a

team of t\vo rncn7 t:at:b xnicd

Onr 12.lb block TNT
or 6.second

fuze.

“Upon

reaching

charge,

this firing

with the following:

dpuble-primed,

position

with a 5-

the grenadier

fires

several grwmdcs into the bunker embrasure.
At 50 yards
the average ma,, can get t1,rce o”t of four rounds int.0 the
bunker opening.
tation, the AT

Since they have a low order of fragmcngrenades

(and

rockets)

cannot

be depended

upon to kill or wound many of the occ,upants.

Their effect

rather is to daze tbc Japs by qxxussion

particularly

in the confined

which,

space, ia great.

Use of Smoke

and

incendiaries

dier registers

his first hit,

work rapidly

forward,

using

cates, this to supplement

“Immediately

the
the

demolition

smoke where
supporting

the grena-

team

begins

to

the wind indi-

fires,

in covering

their approach.
Upon wming in range, one or more incendiary grenades are tossed in front of the bunker embrasure.

The

intense

obscures outward
“The

charges

to select critical
tamping factor
82

light

resulting

thercf%nn

effectively

vision of the occupants.
are then quickly

placed,

care

points (cor~~urs, log joints, etc.)
can be made greatest.

being taken
where the

ammunition

at two enemy tanks and put them out of action;

the crews being captored
D-1,

antiaircraft

had on 6ccasion
&raft

by infantry

units landjng
to shoot their

positions.

units.

On D day and

south of the

SELE RIVER,

own way into suitable anti-

They fired at and destroyed

tw

tanks;

four machine-gun
nests, neutralized one mortar position, and
fired AT ammunition at Ions range to drive out a German
88-mm gun.

This was all 40-mm

also, used, against

firing.

,40-mm firing was

snipers land buildings

near

the beaches,

and was found to be very effective.”

*
Aircraf)
Aircraft

RecogniAon
recognition’

error while

Source,, AA Notes No. 66, E. T. 0.:
officers at SALERNO made, only one

identifying

approximately

130 planes

a day.

A group of 12 planes swept in over the boat area at about
5,000

feet

However
,Macchi

elevation.
only

202s.

They

two were
The

planes to a newly

were

identified

Spitfires;

Spitfires

established

as Spitfires.

rest

were Italian

were escorting

the Italian

field.

the
The

cers had made the mistake ofestablishing
whole group of planes after identifying

recognition

offi-

the identity of a
only one of them.

*
NAVAL

CRAFT

Report of Oprr&ions,

LCI In Asrdult
ISLANDS:

“Though

normally

LCIs

LCI

(L)‘,

SOLOMON

are used to carry the

support echelons of z&attacking
amphibious force and do
not come in until the beach has been cleared, they were, used
in the attack

on the TREASURY ISLANDS (a group of small

‘Landing Craft,

Infantry

(Light).

islands

just south

of BOUGAINYIL~X ISL,~D

&IONS) to carry assault troops asborc,
that

only light opposition

The

Action

dnlivered

“The

in tbr: Sam-

since it was known

would bc encountered.

landing was preceded

by destroyen

against

the

by naval

gunfire

enemy-held

bcachcs,

which succeeded in driving back or neutralizing all scattered
resistance.
As the LCIs came in toward the beach tbcy
camti under light small-arms
which

was silenced

and machine-gun

by naval guilfire.

Troops

fire, most of
and supplies

wxe disembarked from me LCI in a little more than 20
minutes.
A few minutes bcforc unloading was completed,
mortar

fire began

close as the LCIs

to fall in the vicinity
retracted

the rendezvous point.
“Unloading was dciaycd because
put

and was drawing

from the beach and withdrew

to

much of the gear to be

ashore was heavy and curnbersomc,

requiring

as many

as four men to get some itcrns down the ramps of the LXX
Had J a p anese *nOrtar tire been better

and onto the beach.

handled there is little doubt that considerable damage
caSualties would have been caused aboard the LCI.”
“Wherever

Recommendations

beachhead,
important
sible

unload

or beach

LCIs

simultaneously

make

and

retract

advantage

before

original

with assault troops, it is

that the unloading be expedited

so that by taking

an

and

as much

of surprise thr

the enemy

has time

as pmLCI can

to adjust

mortar or artillery fire on the landing.
“To this end it should be planned to break down all Ircavy
loads

into ax-man

loads, even if it involves disassembling

certain equipment.
Where this is not possible, c~onsidcration should bc given to the possibility of bringing such quip..
rncxt

into the beat h later, after

beachhead.

troops have estabiisbed

a

such a landing

“In

for mortar-fire
mortars
Such

aboard

until

to make

provision

su~>port fmm

mo~tal’s can be set up ashore.

bc cspccted

to register

advisable

so set up as to provide

the craft

tire could

attempts

it is also

support

to hrcak

fire on I.CIs

up or

while

dciay

they

crrcmy

are bca&czd.”

*
ENGINEERS
Amphibious

Engineers As Infantry
Lisute~~nrit Colmel
C. E. Broknrw, Ord~~m!, Ob.reruo With Fifth Army: I.T,\I,Y:
“In addition
to tbcir excellent
work on the bencircs. two
battalions
of an engineer
regiment
replaced
two battalions
of an infantry
regiment, which had been moved, and fought
in the line.”
*
In Action

-

Report

N:,ss>\u B,,Y, Nsw

Grniv&\

of S.~AXAUA,

infantry

Special
because

the

Brigade
the

through

to them;

had

surf.

The crews

south

flank,

of these

where

flank

been

boats

about 40 or 50 of them.

the

Engineer

in two

ways:

the only

agency

that

sucond,

because

on the south
was quite

rendered

no Japs

that

lives

and.

engineers

on the south

boats

their

wcrc

of the boat

initial fight.
“The tight

admitted

saved

Engineers

get supplies
firm stand

20 of our

had

<T{ Brigndier Geuerui McCinin,
: “At N,\ss~u
BAY, just \outh

flank

an action.

useless

by the

were assigned,to
were

expected.

first,
could
of the
in the
Some
lo-foot

protect
There

At 1000 in the morning

the
were

they were

suddenly
attacked
by what was estimated
to be 300 Japs.
They inflicted
a loss of 30 to 40 on the Japr, but were so
outnumbered
nately,

this

that

hand-to-hand

particular

group

fighting
of engineers

rerultcd.
had

had

Fortua very

EQUIPMENT

“4. Ships to he unloaded should he moved inshore as close
as possible, and should take position.approsirnatcly
opposite
the beach landing
Unmcessary

point in order to reduce the turn-around.

water

travel means

unnecessary

delay

in the

disc,harge of cargo and increases the problem of r&intenance.
“5. A rigging crew from the DUKE
unit should go
aboard the vessel prior to unloading and rig the ship with
necessary

lines and hooks.

“6. A great siving

in time and

labor cm

be effected

if
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At Home
cargo nets are equipped

On, Land Or Sea.
with base plates shaped to fit the
Where cargo nets are not car-

cargo space of the DUKW.

ried ashore by the DUKW,
dite the discharge of cargo.
“7. If possible

pallet loads can be used to expe-

each DUKW

should carry

of cargo to avoid wasting time unloading

NOTES FROM
Transportation

ISLANDS: “The

only one type

at hcach

dumps.”

THE SCWTH PACIFIC
Informal Reporl,
+4-tori weapon

XIV

Corps, SOLOMON

carrier has proved

to be the

most satisfactory
vehicle for use in the initial stages of ;io
amphibious operation before the roadways are ready.
It
has more power

and maneuverability

carries three times the tonnage.

than the

r/,-ton, and

Instead of trailing

37-mm

guns, it has proved better to preload them in the weapon
carriers and unload them at their emplacements.
The
3/4+x trucks return to the craft

after unloading

the gun and

then shuttle stores to the dumps.

Jeeps trailing

37.mm guns

often bogged down.

DUKWs “DUKn’s take up so much cargo space tbat they
are ndt recommctided
for initial landings.
They are very
useful, however,

in unloading vessels of subsequent

which are not,able
which
&$

tom
beach.

are to be:be&hed

Their

is not

~d&+ite, vale& tiheq

use on LCTs

echelons
and LSTs

recommended.

properly

DUKWs
used’ and maintain&d.

vglo;ldirzg: chutes; ‘Car@ nets, et&I, must be included

in their

equiti&nt.
Special Use Another advantageous use of DUKWs is moving supplies frmn one beach to another as troops ad&&
along the coast after the initial landing.
of supplies will be avoided.

When

IMuch rehandling

thus used, the forward

beach

should be made ready by shore engineers

taken

up by landing

boat.

and mats

DUK\\‘s should not

enter on
Still
a strange beach until a prepared landing is available.
another USCfor DUKWs is to lie alongside a bea,ched LCT
and take cargo over the sides while it is also being
via the ramp,

unloaded

thus decreasing the time for the LCT

to re-

main on the f& shore.”

Hand Firing the 60-nim ,Mortor

Colonel Marion Carson,

Obseruer, SOUTHWEST PACIFIC TREATER:
duce weight the 60.mm mortar
the tube. ,A yellow line parallel
from

the breech,to

“In order to re-,

has been fired using only
to the bore and extending

the muzzle was painted

on the barrel

for use in sighting.’
“A paper quad,rant with a plumb top was used for setting
elevation.
The breech rested upon the ground and the
tube was held near the middle by one man.
results have been obtained.

Very accurate
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